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The Chowla-Selberg formula is a monomial relation connecting the values of 
certain automorphic form at special points to the values off functions at rational 
points. A generalization of this formula is established in the context of CM-fields: 
the values of a distinguished Hilbert automorphic form at special points are 
expressed in terms of multiple r functions. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Chowla-Selberg formula is a monomial algebraic relation between the 
transcendental part of the period of an elliptic curve with complex 
multiplication and the values of the r function at certain rational points (see 
Section 2, Theorem 1 for a precise formulation); these values of the r 
function have in turn an interpretation as the periods of abelian differentials 
on Fermat curves. Deligne 141 and Gross [8] have reconsidered this 
formulation of the result of Chowla and Selberg and have obtained a 
conceptual generalization of the formula; their proofs are of an algebraic and 
geometric nature and rest on the notion of variation of Hodge structures; 
their results have also led to the statement of a general Period Conjecture 
which would explain, among other things, the presence of r values in the 
periods of geometric objects connected with fields of CM type. Similar 
algebraic relations between the periods of abelian varieties with complex 
multiplication have been obtained by Weil 1181 and Shimura [ 141. 
In an attempt to understand the Period Conjecture, we have studied from 
the point of view of the theory of Eisenstein series the original proof given by 
Chowla and Selberg in [3]. As partly suggested by Weil in the last 
paragraph of his monograph 1171, the novelty in the new approach is due to 
a systematic use of the proper normalizations of the Eisenstein series and of 
their Fourier expansions. This allows us to observe that various steps in the 
original proof, for instance the use of the Kronecker limit formula, depend 
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functorially on the base field and hence can be applied to situations that 
involve fields of CM type. 
Our main result (see Section 3 for a statement of the main theorem) is a 
partial generalization of the basic identity of Chowla and Selberg to the case 
of a field of CM type, the formula itself is an equality between a sum of 
values of an automorphic form at special points on a Hilbert-Blumenthal 
variety and certain values of multiple r functions studied by Barnes, Shintani 
and Zagier. The derivation of the formula which we give uses in an essential 
way the theory of values of L functions ([ 15, 16, 191) and the theory of 
automorphic forms; this method can be thought of as a generalization of the 
arithmetic part in the original proof of Chowla and Selberg. The geometric 
interpretation of the various terms entering in the main formula poses some 
interesting problems. 
A secondary aim of this paper has been to amplify some of the remarks 
we made in [ 12, III p. 4601 and to relate these with the interesting conjec- 
tural observations made by Serre in [ 131, especially C.5.4, p. 185. 
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 1 we rehearse the 
mechanics of the analytic proof of the Chowla-Selberg formula and exhibit 
its functorial nature with respect to the base field. In Section 2 we prove the 
Chowla-Selberg formuia following the outline given in Section 1. 
In Section 3, after recalling the basic facts about real analytic Eisenstein 
series and the theory of values of L functions, we prove the Main Theorem. 
In Section 4 we formulate some questions whose answers will provide a 
generalization of the corresponding geometric part in the proof of Chowla 
and Selberg in (31; for the sake of possible comparison with our results, we 
recall also in Section 4 the statement of the Period Conjecture. 
1. THE MECHANICS OF THE ANALYTIC PROOF 
Let K be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number 
field F, i.e., a field of CM type. Let 
E(s, z) = x Ny(a(z))” +s”2 
oer/r, 
be the Eisenstein series corresponding to the group r= SL,(r,); Tm is the 
group of upper triangular matrices (see Section 3.1 for precise definitions). 
The constant term in the Fourier expansion of E(s, z), on which all its 
analytic properties depend, is given by 
Njqz)’ I+ S)/2 + h(S) 
A,(1 + s) JYw-s)‘2~ 
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where n,(s) is the Dedekind [ function of F completed with the appropriate 
r factors, i.e., with the local factors at infinity. A close look of the poles of 
A,(s) reveals that the Eisenstein series takes special values at three points: 
we indicate these on the following diagram 
s=-1 0 1 
m-----------------f--. 
E= 1 0 00 
The Maclaurin expansion of the Eisenstein series about s = 1 is the basis of 
the work of Dirichlet and Kronecker on the limit formulas. The derivative of 
E(s, z) at s = 0 is the real analytic automorphic form which Maass 
associates with the Euler product /i,(s) . /i,.(s). In this paper we work with 
the Taylor expansion about s = -1; the first two terms are given by 
E(s, z) = 1 + {log Y(z)}@ + 1) + O(s + I)?, 
where log v(z) is an automorphic form for the Hilbert modular group of the 
field F and is canonically associated, via the Mellin transform, with the Euler 
product AI,.(s)/IF(s + 1) (see Asai [ 1, p. 2101). The resulting simplifications 
come about because the residue of /iJs) at s = 1 is connected with the 
asymptotic behavior of the finite primes, while the residue at s = 0 is 
connected with the infinite primes, i.e., the r factors. 
Some elementary considerations of the relation between Epstein [ 
functions and Eisenstein series (see Section 3.3). lead to the following 
fundamental identity: 
\’ c(zJ+ ’ 
-7 
E(s, zv) = p,,p * (iK(( 1 + s)/2)/‘4,.( 1 + s), 
where the sum runs over a finite set (ze} of special points on the Hilbert- 
Blumenthal variety of F (see Section 3.2); the c(z~) are simple numerical 
coefftcients given in Section 3.3: AR;(s) is the Dedekind [ function of the 
extension K. Class field theory now tells us that 
/i,(s) = A&) L,:(s, x), 
where LF(s,,y) is a Hecke L function associated with the quadratic character 
x which defines the abelian extension K/F. The value at s = -1 of the 
derivative of both sides of the identity 
s C(Z~)S+l{ 1 + (log v/(z,) . (s + 1) + O(s + I)*} 
5 
= PK,J,((l + SIP) LF(( 1 + s)/2)//1,.( 1 + s), 
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the fact that log I may have an interpretation as the logarithm of a 
period, and the possibility of expressing the logarithmic derivative of LF(s, x) 
at s = 0 in terms of multiple r functions is in essence the philosophy behind 
the analytic proof of the Chowla-Selberg formula. 
2. THE CHOWLA-SELBERG FORMULA 
Let K=Q(\/-75) b e an imaginary quadratic extension of Q of 
discriminant -d. Let r, be its ring of integers and suppose rK = H + Bz, 
where z E K has positive imaginary part. Let H be the Hilbert classfield of 
K, i.e., the maximal unramified abelian extension of K. Let Gal(H/K) be the 
Galois group of H over K and recall it is isomorphic to the ideal class group 
C, of K. For each element CT E Gal(H/K), or equivalently each ideal class in 
K, select a special point z, in the upper half plane so that we have j(z)’ = 
j(.zO), where j is the absolute modular invariant; let (zO}UEGa,(H,Io be the 
collection of such special points. For each z,, let 
N”: y* + ayxy + a; y = x3 + apx* + a; + a; 
be a global model defined over H, say a Neron minimal model if it exists, 
which corresponds to the elliptic curve with modular j-invariant j(zO). Let 
E”:.Y’*=4Y3-g;Y-g; 
be the corresponding Weierstrass model obtained from N” by the 
substitutions 
9 =x + w’ + 44 
12 ’ 
9’ = 2y + apx + a;. 
Observe that there is a complex number U” which is such that the coefficient 
g; is given by the series 
where /i = o”(Z + ZzU), i.e., CL)O is the transcendental part of the period 
lattice of E”. If q(z) denotes the Dedekind q function, then we have the 
following well known relation (Weil [ 17, p. 34 and p. 411) 
‘1(z,)24 = g 12j(zo)-‘(12g;)3. 
( 1 
If z, = (-b, + J--;5)/2a,, we put y, = Im z, = J15/2a,. 
641.lIi 2 7 
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THEOREM 1 (The Chowla-Selberg Formula). With the notations and 
assumptions as above we have, 
where x is Kronecker’s symbol module d and w is the number of roots of 
unity in K. 
The formula in Theorem 1 can be simplified considerably by making use 
of the substitution 
au = w”(( 12gY)l/j(z,) aD6)“‘2. 
In fact the following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. With the notations and assumptions as in Theorem 1 we 
have, for d > 4, 
(2n/d)h 1; T(n/d)x’“‘. 
n=l 
This is a slight modification of the formula (4.14) already given by Gross in 
[9, p. 5801. 
Since it is known by the Siegel-Schneider theorem that the ratios uY/w” 
are algebraic for any two u, q E Gal(H/K), we obtain, with w = w’, the 
following simple but less precise statement. 
COROLLARY 2. We have 
Proof of Theorem 1. The Eisenstein series for r= SL(2, Z) is defined for 
Res > 1 by 
E(s, z) = F7 
ocr/r, 
Im u(z)(’ + ‘)“, 
where the summation is over a complete set of coset representatives for T/T, 
rm = {(A 7 ): n E Z }. Here z = x + iy is a point in the upper half plane and 
if a=( z $), then Im a(z) = (Im z) ]cz + dl-‘. The well known Fourier 
expansion for the Eisenstein series ([ 11, p. 461) can be written in the form 
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E(z, s) =y(l+s)‘2 + Ai(s) 




,yz A(1 +s) Inls’2 ’ 
1’2Ks,2(2~ I n I y) e2ninx 
where A(s) = n-““r(s/2) c(s) is the Dedekind C function of Q completed 
with its local factor at infinity; o,(d) is the sum of the s-powers of the 
positive divisors of d and Ks,2 is the modified Bessel function, i.e., K,,,(y) = 
(7r/2y)“’ e- y. The first two terms in the Taylor expansion of E(s, z) in 
powers of (s + 1) are given by the modl>ed Kronecker limit formula 
E(s, z) = 1 + {log l$‘“rj(z)l’}(s + 1) + O(s + 1)2, (2.1) 
where v(z) = q m5(-1”z nz= i( 1 - qn) is the Dedekind v function. This 
version of the limit formula is an immediate consequence of the Fourier 
expansion of E(s, z) and is obtained by evaluating at s = -1, the derivative 
of E(s, z) with respect to s. 
Let S = iQoloccK be a complete system of reduced positive definite binary 
quadratic forms of discriminant -d, selected so that Q, = a,m2 + b,mn + 
c,n2=a,Im+nz,12. Between the Epstein [ function of Q, and the 
Eisenstein series one has the equality 
as, ZJ = 
1 
2C( 1 + s) . 
(fi/2)‘1+s’f2 v Q,(m, n)(‘+s)/2. 
hYGH~ 
If we sum both sides over all Q E S and observe that the resulting sum of 
Epstein C functions is the Dedekind c function of the field K, we obtain, after 
completing the numerator and denominator with the appropriate r factors, 
the following fundamental identity (see Section 3.3) 
x E(s, d =iu,,cd.W + sP)/-4.(1 + s> (2.2) loI 
where A, is the completed Dedekind [ function K, and ,u,,o = w/2. The 
decomposition of the Dedekind c function of K as the product of the 
Riemann 4’ function and the Dirichlet L function L(s,x) associated with the 
Kronecker symbol x together with the modified Kronecker limit formula 
gives 
; (1 + {log ly~‘4v(z,)121(s + 1) + w + lj2) 
0 
=: ($j7j)(l+s)/2 C((l + s)P> UC1 + SIP, x> 
a1 +s> . 
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The substitution s + 1 = 0 gives Dirichlet’s formula L(0, x) = 2/z/n!. h = class 
number of K. The derivative of both sides with respect to s evaluated at 
.)( 2. 
I 
s = -1 also gives 
-x‘ log 1 y;‘4q(z,)Iz = h 
77 ! 
10&/Z/2) -; (0) + + (0, x 
The Hurwitz [ function defined for Res > 1 and a > 0 by 
H(s,a)= f (n+a)-S 
n=0 
(2.31 
and for other values of s by analytic continuation, has a Taylor expansion in 
powers of s whose first two terms are given by 
H(s, a) = 4 - a + (log(I(a)/JG))s + o(s)2, 
([17, p. 581). Th is expression together with the equality 
L(s,x)= + 
z1 
x(n) d-“f-m 44 
gives 
L’(s, x) = -log d . L(s, x) + \‘ x(n) dpSH’(s, n/d); 
21 
in particular we have (c’/Q(O) = lo@n), L(O, X) = Xi= I ~(n)(l/2 - n/d) 
and 
$(0,X)=-h&+& $ x(n) log W4 
5 n1 
Substituting this into the right-hand side of (2.3) and using the formula 
we obtain, after exponentiation, the formula stated in Theorem 1. 
3. THE CHOWLA-SELBERG FORMULA FOR A FIELD OF CM TYPE 
We now collect from the literature some known facts about Eisenstein 
series, special points and values of Hecke L functions in the context of a CM 
field. 
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3.1. Eisenstein Series and the Kronecker Limit Formula 
The theory of real analytic Eisenstein series for a totally real number field 
has been known for a long time and is basically well understood. In this 
section and the next we use as our basic reference the papers of Asai [ 1 ] and 
Konno [lo]. For the sake of simplicity in order to avoid the adele language 
we make, following Asai, the assumption that the totally real number field 
has class number one; in the next section it will be clear that this is 
unnecessary. This assumption allows us to visualize the simple structure of 
the Kronecker limit formula. 
Let F be a totally real field of degree n over Q. Let T= (5, ,..., tn} be the 
different embeddings of K into IR. Let Z denote the upper half plane 
corresponding to F: 
where each H, is a copy of the ordinary Poincare upper half plane. The 
product SL,(lR)” operates naturally on Z as follows: for any u = (~7~)~~~ 
with o, E SL,(lR) and for any z = (~=)~~r E .X with z, =x, + iyv, we put 
u(z) = (I,),, T and a,(~,) = (a,z, + b,)(c,z, + dJ ’ if u, = ( If; 2). The 
imaginary part of a complex number z =x + iy is written as y(z) =‘.v, and 
for z = (zr) E j%c we put y(z) = (y(z,)). NY(Z) denotes the norm nrC7. y(z,). 
Let r, be the ring of integers of F and SL,(rF) = { (“; t ): a, /3. y, 6 E rF and 
a/I- yS = 1); we embed SL,(r,,.) into SL,(lR)” in the usual manner 
u + (u=)~~~, where the entries of ur in IR are the images under r of those of u. 
We define the upper triangular group by Too = ((z $) E T}, r= SL,(r,-). 
The real analytic Eisenstein series is defined, for Res > 1, by 
E(s, z) = x Ny(u(z))” +s)‘2. 
ud-/r= 
The Fourier expansion of E(s, z) is given by ([ 1, p. 2031) 
E(s, z) = NY(Z)’ ’ + ‘)‘* + A,.(s) 




ilETF AAl + s> 
u,(k) INkI-s’2 
X rJT 2yt’*Ks,,(2 I&O)’ 1 y,) e2nis(awx’, 
where 
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and the sum is taken over equivalence classes (p, V) of integral decom 
positions 1 =,BV and two decompositions are said to be equivalent 
(p’, v’) - (4 v) if @I’, v’) = (sp, E -IV) with a unit E of F: w E F is selected so 
that the principal ideal r: = (0) is the inverse different of F, and 
dF = JNw ] -‘. The Fourier expansion above is equivalent to formula 13 of 
Asai [ 1, p. 2031, if we make the substitution s + f(l + S) and use the 
definition of A,. 
The first two terms in the Taylor expansion of E(s, z) in powers of (s + 1) 
are now easy to compute from the Fourier expansion; we thus obtain the 
modified Kronecker limit formula 
E(s, z) = 1 + {log Ny(z)“2 V(Z))(S + 1) + O(s + l)‘, (3.1) 
where 
log V/(Z) = ‘:-l) NY(Z) + g x o_,(k) e2niS*(Aw’), 
F F Aer, 
S,(hz) = C {(I~wx)~ + i((IZ~)~jy~). 
T E T  
The modified Kronecker limit formula follows easily from the observation 
that if 
Rfi A,(1 +s)= (s+ ]) +..*, 
then the derivative of /1,(1 + s)-’ evaluated at s = -1 is l/R,; one also uses 
the fact that K-, = K, and K,,,(v) = (7r/2v)‘/* ec”. 
An important observation which connects the Kronecker limit formula 
and the constant term of the Eisenstein series is the fact that the infinite 
series in the definition of log v(z) represents the unique real analytic 
automorphic form on the Hilbert modular group which corresponds via 
Mellin transform to the Euler product (IF(s) . (IF(s + 1) ([ 1, p. 2101). 
3.2. Special Points on the Hilbert-Blumenthal Variety 
F is totally real number field of degree n over Q and K is totally 
imaginary quadratic extension of F; d, and dF denote the absolute 
discriminants of K and F; they are related by dK =f 2dF for some positive 
integer f. DKIF is the relative different of K over F; D, the different of F; 
rx, rF denote the rings of algebraic integers in K and F. 
Let A be an integral ideal in K; as an r,-module it is torsion free and of 
rank 2. Hence there exist two integral ideals a and b in r, and two numbers 
0, E a-‘r,, w2 f b-‘r, such that A = aw, + bw, is the sum of two r,- 
modules aw, and bw,. In particular: if we can choose a = b = rF. A is said 
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to have a relative basis. From this we obtain the following fact: suppose A 
and B are equivalent integral ideals in K, i.e., (a)A = (J?) B, a, p E r, ; if a 
and b are integral ideals in F and A = aw, + bo, with w, E a-‘rK, then 
there exist o; E u-rrK, w;Eb-‘r,suchthatB=ao~+bw;.Ifaandbare 
two integral ideals in F and we put GL,(F) = { (“, !): a, p, y, 6 E F and 
a/3 - y6 E FX}, 
r(a, b) = (o E GL,(F): det u E U:, (b, a) . u = (b, a)}, 
where I!J~ is the group of totally positive units of F, then we have the 
following fact ([ 10, p. 4131): 
LEMMA 1. An integral ideal A in K has two decompositions of the forms 
A=aw, +bw, 
=awl+ bcu;, w,, w; E a-& co,, w; E b-‘r,, 
with z = w~/c(), , and z’ = w;/wi having totally positive imaginary part if and 
only if there exists a matrix u E r(a, b) such that z’ = a(z). 
Let A = aw, + bw, be as above, then multiplying by a suitable unit in F, 
we may always assume that the point z = wz/wI, has a totally positive 
imaginary part. The ideals a and b are not uniquely determined by A, but 
they depend on the choice of oi, oz. 
Throughout this section we consider the ideal classes in the wide sense, 
i.e., two ideals a and b are equivalent if and only if a-lb is principal. Let A 
be a number in F such that K = F(A I’*) and let (A I”) be the principal ideal 
in K generated by A . ‘/* Considering the prime ideal factors of the ideal 
(A1’2) D;jF we can conclude that it is of the form ar, for some ideal a in F. 
The ideal a depends on the choice of A”* such that K = F(A”2), but the 
ideal class of F containing a is independent of the choice of A”‘. We shall 
denote by .X the ideal class of F containing a. We shall also need the 
following result of Chevaley [2]. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an integral ideal in K. Then the relative norm 
N,,,(A) lies in the ideal class of the form aX, a being an integral ideal in F, 
if and only if these exist w , E a ~ ‘rK, w2 E rK such that A = aw, + rFw2. In 
particular, an integral ideal A has a relative base if and only if its relative 
norm lies in X. 
Let {aiji,, be a complete set of representatives of the ideal classes in F 
such that each ideal class a,.X contains the relative norm of an ideal in K. 
We may assume that the ideals a,,..., a, are integral. Then each integral ideal 
A in K can be written as aim, + rFwz for some iE I and w, E a;‘rg, 
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w2 E rlc, with wZ/wI having totally positive imaginary part. For each 
absolute ideal class V in K we choose once and for all a representative 
integral ideal A, in the inverse class W- ’ and suppose it has a decom- 
position of the form 
with zq = q/w1 having totally positive imaginary part. 
Now Lemmas 1 and 2 allows us to view the elements of the class group 
C, as a set of special points in a Hilbert-Blumenthal variety. More precisely. 
we observe that if r,(a) = r(a, rr;), then we have a mapping 
(SF E C,: N,,,V = a2 } C, .R/r,(a) = X,(a), 
given by 59~ zV. If we put S’ = l.c.m.(a,}ic-r and use the resulting 
coverings X,(d) + X,(a). Then we obtain a mapping 
C, 4 X,(.d), F tt z&mod r,,(J)). 
This mapping clearly depends on the various choices we have made. The 
corresponding points will be referred to as the “special points on the Hilbert 
Blumenthal variety X0(&‘)” corresponding to the extension K/F. 
3.3. The Fundamental Identity 
In this section we use the well known connection between Epstein zeta 
functions and Eisenstein series in order to obtain a representation of the 
Dedekind zeta function of K as a linear combination of values of Eisenstein 
series over F at special points corresponding to the extension K/F. We 
continue to use the notation of the previous section; we let ,u,,,, denote the 
index of the unit group of F in the unit group of L. We fix an ideal class 
qW E C, and observe that since the integral ideal A, E g” we have that as 
A runs over all integral ideals in V, the idea1 A . A, = (a) runs over all prin- 
cipal ideals (a) with (a) = O(mod A,). Therefore we have, if &(s, @) denotes 
the c function of the class V, 
= NK(A&Qs c NF 1~ + VZ~I-~~, 
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where the summation is with respect to the equivalence classes of pairs 
01, V) E a X r, - {0, O} under the equivalence relation (,D, V) - (,u’, v’) if 
(,u’, v’) = (e,~, EV). A calculation with determinants now yields 
N,&/N,w, = NFy(zv) . 2”N,.(a) d,/\/d,; 
we substitute this into the above equality and divide by &(2s). Thus 
obtaining, after making the substitution s + (1 + s)/2 
pK,~(dlt/2/2nN&) dF)( ’ + s”2 L((l + SW9 g’) 
k(l + s) 
= ,;; N,(y(z,)/lp + vz’Zq12)(‘+s)‘* 
.I( 
= E,(s* zq), 
where E, is the real analytic Eisenstein series 
E&z) = \‘ N,-y(a(z))“+s”2, 
usr&zvr,. 
r,(a) = Qa, rF), and Too = { ( g $) E r,,(a)}. The sum over all ideal classes 
T E C, gives the fundamental identity 
K’ E,(s, zq) N,a” ““* = ~K,F(f/2nd~~2)“ts”2 i,((l + sm 
W-ECI( Ml + s> ’ 
where we have used the well known fact ldKl =f ‘dF, where f is an integer. 
We can also write the fundamental identity in the form 
\‘ E,(s, zq) N/l +‘)” = ,uKlfi AK((l + SIP) 
zl A,(1 + s) * 
If we make the assumption that the image Im(N,,,: C, + C,) is trivial, 
which certainly holds if F has class number 1, then we obtain the simpler 
identity 
(3.3) 
where E(s, z) is the ordinary Eisenstein series given in Section 3.1. If we do 
not make the assumption that F has class number 1, we need to use a 
somewhat more complicated Kronecker limit formula, say, as in Konno 
1101. 
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At this point we use class field theory to obtain the basic decomposition 
where LF(s,x) is the Hecke L function corresponding to the abelian 
character associated with the quadratic extension K/F. 
We now put together the above results with those of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 
to obtain 
K7 (1 + (logfv,.y~z~(z,)}(s + 1) + O(s + 1)2) 
z 
= p,&/2”d;‘2)” +s”2 M(1 + s)/2) L,.C(l + s)P) 
Ml +s> . 
(3.4) 
If we write 
&(l +s)= 7:);;; (1 +s)l-I+?(1 +s)“+O(l +s)“+‘, 
n 
then 
M(l + SIPI = 1 1 P(O) 
Ml + s> 1 2n [p “(0) . (1 + s) + O(1 + s)2 li 
2”-‘. 
If we let s = -1, in the expression (3.4), we recover Dirichlet’s theorem 
L,(O, x) = h, 2”- ‘/,DK,F. 
Furthermore, if we take the derivative of (3.4) with respect to s and evaluate 
at s=-1 we get 
\‘ log NF y;21+V(zv) = iog(fl2”d:-‘)-$--&+g 2. 
iG I f- 
(3.5) 
3.4 
In this section we evaluate L;(O,x). The main results we use here are due 
to Shintani and can be found in his two papers ([ 15, 161). We begin by 
recalling his theory of multiple r functions which generalizes earlier work of 
Zagier 1191 in the real quadratic case. 
3.4.1. Multiple r functions. For an r-triple w = (w, ,..., w,) of positive 
numbers and for a positive number a, we denote H,(s, w, a) the multiple 
Hurwitz [ function given by H,(s, w, a) = Co@ + u)-‘, where the 
summation with respect to R is over all the non-negative integral linear 
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combinations fi = m,wl + -.a + m,w, (m, ,..., m, E Z,) of w ,,..., 0,. It is 
known that the Dirichlet series HJs, w, a) is absolutely convergent if Res > r 
and is continued analytically to a meromorphism function in the whole 
complex plane which is entire except for simple poles at s = 1, 2,..., r. 
The multiple r function r,.(a, o) is defined by the relation 
(3.6) 
where 
-log p,(w) = lim 
([ 
f ff,(s, w a> 
1 ) 
+ log a. 
a++0 
s=O 
As a function of a, r*(a, w)- ’ can be extended to an entire function of order 
r. Hence it has a canonical product expansion of the form 
where the product is over all non-negative integral linear combinations J2 = 
m,o, + ... + mp, = 0 (m, ,..., m, E L +) of w, ,..., w,. The y’s are given by 
3.4.2. Multiple [ functions. Let A = (aij) (1 < i < r, 1 <j < n) be an 
r x n matrix with positive entries and let x = (X, ,..., X,) be an r-tuple of non- 
negative numbers. We assume that x # 0. Set 
C(s, A, x) = s I’I 1 2 aij(zi + xi) 1 -‘, 
z j=i i=l 
where the summation with respect to z is over all r-tuples z = (z, ,..., z,) of 
non-negative integers. The Dirichlet series [(s, A, x) is absolutely convergent 
if Res > r/n and has an analytic continuation to a meromorphic function in 
the whole complex plane. For each j (1 <j < n), set o(j) = (u,~,..., arj) and 
Z(X)j = C;=, a,jX,. For each r-tuple I= (I, ,..., I,) of non-negative integers, 
set 
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where the summation with respect to (j, k) is over all pairs (j, k) of positive 
integers which satisfy the conditions 1 <j, k < n and j = k, P,(A ) is a linear 
form in the logarithms of the entries of A; we also define 
We denote by Bk(t) the usual kth Bernoulli polynomial. The following is a 
generalization of the well known expansion of the ordinary Hurwitz i 
function 
ws,a+a+ /log$2/ s+o(s)z 
which we have used in Section 2. The statement we give below is a special 
case of a deep result of Shintani ([ 12, p. 3981 and [ 11, p. 204 1). 
THEOREM 2 (Shintani). With the notations and assumptions as above. 
the first two terms in the Taylor expansion of [(s, A, x) about s = 0 are 
C(s. A, x) = a,(A, x) + a,@, x)s + O(s)‘, 
where 
The summation with respect to I is over all r-tuples of non-negative integers 
which satisfy the equality I, + .a. + I, = r. 
3.4.3. The derivative of L,.(s,x). Recall that F is totally real algebraic 
number field of degree n. We number the embeddings { rJrET so that x + x’~) 
(i = l,..., n) give the n different embeddings of an element x E F into the real 
number field iR. Embed F into IR” via the mapping x+ (x(I),..., xc”)). By 
component wise multiplication the group FX = F - {0} operates on iR”. 
Denote by U,’ and r,. the group of totally positive units in F and the ring of 
integers of F, respectively. 
For linearly independent vectors v, ,..., v, of IR” (1 < r ,< n) denote by 
qv, ,**-, v,) the open simplicial cone of dimension r with the generators 
VI )..., v,. More precisely, 
@TV, ,..., v,) = 
I 
$ civi: c, )...) c, > 0 . 
i=l I 
Set r,‘=R:nr,. 
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It has been proved by Zagier ([ 191) and Shintani ([ 11, p. 4021) that there 
exists a finite system of open simplicial cones {y}jEJ (J a finite set of 
indices) with generators in rl such that 
F?:= u uuq (3.9) 
uelif .iEJ 
where Vj = T(vj, ,..., vjrcjj) (vji E rz, 1 < i < r(j)). In the following we choose 
and fix once and for all such a system of open simplicial cones together with 
their generators in r:. 
Recall that K is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of F. We denote 
by D = DKIF the relative discriminant of K with respect to F and let x be the 
abelian character which corresponds by class field theory to the quadratic 
extension K/F. Observe that x can also be thought of as a primitive character 
of the group of narrow ideal classes modulo D = DslF in F. As in 
Section 3.3, we denote by L,(s,x) the Hecke L function of F associated with 
the character x 
L,(s, x) = “‘x(Q) Na -s (Res > l), 
a 
where the sum with respect to a is over all integral ideals of F, relatively 
prime to D,,,. 
Choose a complete set of representatives a,,..., a,,, of the group of narrow 
ideal classes of F so that a, ,..., ah, are all integral ideals of F. 
For each j E J (J is the set of indices for our system of open simplicial 
cones) and for each a, (1 < i < h,), set 
I 
r(j) 
I?(%, (aiDK,J’)= xE R’(j): 0 < x~,...,x,.(~) < 1, 1 .Y,u~~E (aiD,,,)-’ 
k=L 1 
(3.10) 
(r(j) is the dimension of q). Since vj ,,..., vjrtjj are all in rF and are linearly 
independent over IR, one can see that R(q., (aiD,-,,-)-‘) is a finite subset of 
Qr(j) 
+ * 
For each x E R(q, (UiDK,F)~‘r set 
r(j) 
z(x)= \’ XkVjk. 
kc, 
(3.11) 
Furthermore, for each j E J, denote by Aj the r(j) x n matrix whose (k, I) 
entry is v$ (1 < k < r(j), 1 < I < n): 
(3.12) 
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The following result of Shintani (I 11, p. 207 1) expresses L,,(s, x) in terms 
of the [(s, A, x) and gives a way of evaluating L;.(O, x). 
THEOREM 3. The notations being as aboue, we hare 
L,.(s, x) = : N(a,D,;,) -’ \’ \‘ X(ajD,,, z(x)) [(s, Aj, x), -- 
i=’ j&l x 
where the summation with respect to x is over R(q., aiDnlr)-‘. 
The derivative of L,(s,x) is then given by 
L;(s, X) = 5 x x:Jz(x)) N(a,D)pS{-log N(aiD) C(s, Aj, x) +i’(s, Ai, .u)}, 
i-l jeJ x 
where for each x E R(T, (ai D) - I), we have put 
r(.i) 
z(x) - 
(rn) - \’ 
k-l 
XkLg’ E w, 
and 
Xi(z(X)) =~(aiD(z(x))). (3.13) 
3.5 
Putting together the results of Shintani-Zagier and substituting the 
resulting value of L;.(O, x) into the fundamental identity we obtain the 
following generalization of the Chowla-Selberg formula. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let K be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a 
totally realJield F of degree n over Q. Let x be the quadratic character of the 
group of narrow ideal classes modulo D which corresponds bJl class field 
Theory to the extension K/F. Put f = N(D). 
Then 
(for notations see (3.5F(3.13)). 
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Remark. The sum XI is a linear form in the logarithms of algebraic 
numbers. 
4. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE CHOWLA~ELBERG FORMULA 
We want to stress the fact that the geometric meaning behind our 
generalization of the Chowla-Selberg formula remains hidden and cannot at 
present be extracted from it by the known methods of proof. It is in this 
sense that we consider the Chowla-Selberg formula as a source of interesting 
problems; in this section we discuss some of these problems. 
PROBLEM 1. By far the most interesting question is the so called Period 
Conjecture of Gross and Deligne ([8, p. 2051). I will only recall here the 
statement, referring the interested reader to the papers of Gross [8] and 
Deligne [4] for the precise definitions as well as some of the convincing 
evidence. Let F be an abelian number field of degree f over Q, so that 
F c a([,) for some d. Let X be a projective non-singular variety, defined 
over (02 and let A4 4 H”(X) be a sub-Hodge structure on X with complex 
multiplication by F, i.e., M has rank f and we have an injection of F into 
End(M) x z Q. If wi E M, is an eigenform for this multiplication, it affords a 
complex embedding v), of F. 
For any u E (L/d??)* 5 Gal(Q(&)/Q), let w, be an eigenform in M, 
affording the embedding o, 0 u,,. Such a form has pure Hodge type, say 
(p(u), q(u)). Since -1 E (Z/dL)* acts by complex conjugation we have 
p(-u) = q(u) = n -p(u) and one proves that there is a function F: L/dL 4 (02 
which satisfies 
PERIOD CONJECTURE. If o, is defined over 8, then 
d-l 
(Periods ofw,)=A n r 1 -$ “‘), 
( 1 
A E (0. 
0-O 
The well known proof of the Chowla-Selberg formula gives a verification of 
the Period Conjecture in the particular case where F is an imaginary 
quadratic extension of Q. In this case the principle behind the analytic proof 
given in Section 2 is the existence of the Dedekind q function which in a 
certain sense is a canonical I3 series whose values at special points can be 
given explicitly. It seems that an analytic approach to the Period Conjecture 
will depend on an explicit construction of the eigenforms w, E Mc say by 
means of 0 series. The r factors in the Period Conjecture can be expected to 
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arise from the value at s = 0 of the logarithmic derivative of the Dedekind < 
function of the abelian field F. 
PROBLEM 2. What is the geometric significance of the coefficient of 
(s + 1) which appears in the Kronecker limit formula 
E(s, z) = 1 + {log y/(z)}(s + 1) + .... 
It is clearly an automorphic function on the Hilbert-Blumenthal variety, in 
fact it inherits all its properties from the Eisenstein series: (i) it is invariant 
under the Hilbert modular group, (ii) it is an eigenfunction of the appropriate 
generalization of the Laplace-Beltrami operator; one interesting property of 
v(z) itself is that if never vanishes, i.e., it has all the formal properties of 
1 JJ’/~~(z)~. It is to be hoped, that up to a simple factor of automorphy, it is a 
theta series associated to the totally real field F in some canonical way. In 
particular one would like to understand whether its values at special points 
on the Hilbert-Blumenthal variety are periods of Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian 
varieties in the sense of [5]. One would also like to understand these special 
values in the light of the results of Goldstein [ 7 1 and Weil [ 18 1. 
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